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Abstract

Behaviour of systems is described by formal languages: the sets of all sequences of actions. Regarding abstraction, alphabetic language homomorphisms are used to compute abstract behaviours. To avoid loss of important information when moving to the abstract level, abstracting homomorphisms have to satisfy a certain property called simplicity on the concrete (i.e. not abstracted) behaviour. To be suitable for verification of so called cooperating systems, a modified type of satisfaction relation for system properties (approximate satisfaction) is considered. The well known state space explosion problem is tackled by a compositional method formalised by so called cooperation products of formal languages.
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1 Introduction

The complexity of verification in cooperating systems grows with the system size, determined, in particular by the number of components involved and by the number of states and transitions in each component. This growth is so rapid, that reasoning in sizeable systems becomes intractable. However given a system S and a query Q demanding a property P of its behaviour, if it is possible to find an abstraction of S informative enough to provide a correct answer to Q, and small enough to fit into the range of tractable computation, the answer to Q (satisfaction of P) could be produced efficiently. This paper presents a way of implementing this idea.

Conclusions suggested by an abstraction of a system may, of course, differ from those derived from the entire system. Nevertheless, it is proven that if this abstraction is chosen properly, then even though it may be small it provides sufficient information to derive a correct conclusion.
Furthermore we present a way to make use of the typical component structure of cooperating systems to further reduce complexity of the state space to be explored in a semiautomatic manner. In case of well structured specifications, by applying a divide and conquer strategy this method allows to compute a representation of the abstract behaviour and to check the required restrictions to the abstractions efficiently without having to compute the complex dynamic behaviour of the complete system.

By cooperating systems we mean distributed systems which are characterized by freedom of decision and loose coupling of their components. This causes a high degree of nondeterminism which is handled by our method. Typical examples of cooperating systems are telephone systems, communication protocols, smartcard systems, electronic money, contract systems, etc.

In that context verification is the proof that system components work together in a desired manner. So the dynamic behaviour of the system has to be investigated. One usual approach is to start with a formal specification of the dynamic behaviour of the system which is represented by a labelled transition system (LTS) that is usually computed from the specification by a tool. The next step is to prove properties of such an LTS (Kurshan 1994; Baeten and Weijland 1990). But in real life applications the corresponding LTS are often too complex to apply this naive approach.
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Figure 1: Approach

In contrast to the immense number of transitions of such an LTS usually only a few characteristic actions of the system are of interest with respect to verification. So it is evident to define abstractions with respect to the actions of interest and to compute a representation of such an abstract behaviour, which usually is much smaller than the LTS of the specification. For such a small representation dynamic properties can be proven more efficiently. Now, under certain conditions, properties

---

1 labelled directed graph with an initial node
of the system specification can be deduced from properties of the abstract behaviour. For such an approach the following questions have to be answered:

**Question 1** What does it formally mean, that a system satisfies a property (especially in the context of cooperating systems)?

**Question 2** How can we formally define abstractions?

**Question 3** For what kind of abstractions is there a sufficiently strong relation between system properties and properties of the abstract behaviour?

**Question 4** How can we compute a representation of the abstract behaviour efficiently?

For finite state systems these questions will be answered in the following chapters. This paper is an extended version of (Ochsenschläger, Repp, and Rieke 2000b). The presented method is supported by the sh-verification tool (Ochsenschläger, Repp, and Rieke 2000a).

## 2 Approximately satisfied properties

To formalise behaviour abstraction we use terms of formal language theory. An LTS is completely determined by the set of its paths starting at the initial state. This set is a formal language, called the local language of the LTS (Eilenberg 1974). Its letters are the transitions (state, transition label, successor state) of the LTS. \( \Sigma \) denotes the set of all transitions of the LTS. Consequently, there is a one to one correspondence \(^2\) between the LTS and its local language \( L \subseteq \Sigma^* \), where \( \Sigma^* \) is the set of all sequences of elements of \( \Sigma \) including the empty sequence \( \epsilon \). Now behaviour abstraction can be formalized by language homomorphisms, more precisely by alphabetic language homomorphisms \( h : \Sigma^* \rightarrow \Sigma'^* \) (**answer to question 2**). By these homomorphisms certain transitions are ignored and others are renamed, which may have the effect, that different transitions are identified with one another. A mapping \( h : \Sigma^* \rightarrow \Sigma'^* \) is called a language homomorphism if \( h(\epsilon) = \epsilon \) and \( h(zy) = h(y)h(z) \) for each \( y,z \in \Sigma^* \). It is called alphabetic, if \( h(\Sigma) \subseteq \Sigma' \cup \{ \epsilon \} \).

An automaton representation (minimal automaton) (Eilenberg 1974) for the abstract behaviour of a specification (homomorphic image of the LTS’s local language) can be computed by the sh-verification tool.

The usual concept of linear satisfaction of properties (each infinite run of the system satisfies the property) is not suitable in this context because no fairness constraints are considered. We put a very abstract notion of fairness into the satisfaction relation for properties, which considers that independent of a finitely long computation of a system certain desired events may occur eventually. To formalise such “possibility properties”, which are of interest when considering what we call cooperating systems, the notion of approximate satisfaction of properties is defined in (Nitsche and Ochsenschläger 1996) (**answer to question 1**):

**Definition 1** An LTS aproximately satisfies a property if and only if each finite path can be continued to an infinite path, which satisfies the property.

\(^2\)Even in case of nondeterministic LTS the triple elements of \( \Sigma \) guarantee the one to one correspondence.
As it is well known, system properties are divided into two types: safety (what happens is not wrong) and liveness properties (eventually something desired happens) (Alpern and Schneider 1985). For safety properties linear satisfaction and approximate satisfaction are equivalent (Nitsche and Ochsenschläger 1996). The notion of approximate satisfaction is related to machine-closure as defined in (Apt, Frances, and Katz 1988).

3 Simple homomorphisms as an abstraction concept

It is now the question of main interest, whether, by investigating an abstract behaviour, we may verify the correctness of the underlying concrete behaviour. Generally under abstraction the problem occurs, that an incorrect subbehaviour can be hidden by a correct one. We will answer this question positively, requiring a restriction to the permitted abstraction techniques. To deduce approximately satisfied properties of a specification from properties of its abstract behaviour an additional property of abstractions called simplicity of homomorphisms on a specification (Ochsenschläger 1992) is required. Simplicity of homomorphisms on specifications is a very technical condition concerning the possible continuations of finite behaviours.

Concerning abstractions \( h : \Sigma^* \rightarrow \Sigma'^* \) the crucial point are the liveness properties of a language \( L \subset \Sigma^* \). To define simplicity formally we need \( w^{-1}(L) = \{ y \in \Sigma^* | wy \in L \} \), the set of continuations of a word \( w \) in a language \( L \) (Eilenberg 1974). These continuations in some sense “represent” the liveness properties of \( L \). Generally \( h(x^{-1}(L)) \) is a (proper) subset of \( h(x)^{-1}(h(L)) \), but we want to have that \( h(x^{-1}(L)) \) “eventually” equals \( h(x)^{-1}(h(L)) \).

**Definition 2** A homomorphism \( h \) is called simple on \( L \), if for each \( x \in L \) there exists \( w \in h(x)^{-1}(h(L)) \) such that \( w^{-1}(h(x^{-1}(L))) = (h(x)w)^{-1}(h(L)) \).

It is easy to show (Ochsenschläger 1992) that the composition of simple homomorphisms is simple:

**Theorem 1** Let \( h : \Sigma_1^* \rightarrow \Sigma_2^* \) and \( g : \Sigma_2^* \rightarrow \Sigma_3^* \) be homomorphisms. If \( h \) is simple on \( L \subset \Sigma_1^* \) and \( g \) is simple on \( h(L) \subset \Sigma_2^* \) then \( g \circ h \) is simple on \( L \).

For regular languages simplicity is decidable, but by a very complex algorithm. In (Ochsenschläger 1992; 1994a) a sufficient condition based on the strongly connected components of an LTS has been proven.

**Theorem 2** Let \( L \) be a language recognized by a finite automaton \( A \) and let \( h \) be a homomorphism on \( L \). If for each \( x \in L \) there exists \( y \in x^{-1}(L) \) leading to a dead component \(^3\) of \( A \), such that each \( z \in L \) with \( h(z) = h(xy) \) leads to the same dead component, then \( h \) is simple on \( L \).

This condition is satisfied for example, if each dead component contains a label \( a \) of an edge with \( h(a) \neq \epsilon \), such that no edge exists outside of this component, whose
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\(^3\)a component without outgoing edges
The following theorem (Nitsche and Ochsenschläger 1996) shows that approximate satisfaction of properties and simplicity of homomorphisms exactly fit together for verifying cooperating systems (answer to question 3):

**Theorem 3** Simple homomorphisms define exactly the class of such abstractions, for which holds that each property is approximately satisfied by the abstract behaviour if and only if the “corresponding” property is approximately satisfied by the concrete behaviour of the system.

Formally, the “corresponding” property is expressed by the inverse image of the abstract property with respect to the homomorphism.

Our verification method, which is based on the very general notions of approximate satisfaction of properties and simple language homomorphisms, does not depend on a specific formal specification method. It can be applied to all specification techniques with an LTS semantics. Examples are given in (Ochsenschläger, Repp, and Rieke 2000a; Ochsenschläger et al. 1998) and in the next sections.

Using simple abstractions and approximate satisfaction verification can be done in two ways:

- System properties are explicitly given (by temporal logic formulae or Büchi-automata). They can be checked on the abstract behaviour (under a simple homomorphism).

- Specifications of different abstraction levels are compared by corresponding simple homomorphisms. In that case system properties are given implicitly.

## 4 Cooperation products

Cooperation products of formal languages describe behaviour of composed systems in terms of their components behaviour and of the communication systems behaviour. To express specific properties of a communication system cooperation products are more flexible than rendezvous (Baeten and Weijland 1990), as they are used in algebraic specification techniques.

As an example let us consider a system that consists of a server and a resource manager as its main components. The server $F$ processes jobs and needs particular resources that are allocated by the resource manager $G$. Therefore $F$ requests the needed resources from $G$ and releases them after the execution of the job. The behaviour of $F$ and $G$ is given by the automata in figure 2. The initial states are shaded.

As the servers and resource managers LTS is deterministic, it is sufficient to consider the transition labels instead of the triples (state,transition label, succ. state) as the corresponding actions. So the servers behaviour is described by a formal language $F \subseteq \Phi^*$ with $\Phi = \{a?, a+, a-, as, at, a!\}$ and the resource managers behaviour by $G \subseteq \Gamma^*$ with $\Gamma = \{b?, b+, b-, br, bf, b!\}$. $?$, $+$, $-$ and $!$ are the actions related to the communication between $F$ and $G$; $?$ means request a resource, $+$ and $-$ depict a positive or negative answer to this request, $!$ means the resource label has the same image $h(a)$. If $A$ is strongly connected, then each homomorphism is simple on $L$. In (Ochsenschläger 1992; 1994a) also a necessary condition for simplicity has been proven.
is no longer needed. From the context the direction of the message send/receive is obvious. All other actions are internal actions. as and at are the start and termination of a job. br and bf are the actions to allocate and free a resource. F and G are the languages accepted by the automata of figure 2, where all states are accepting states.

By usual interleaving semantics (Baeten and Weijland 1990) the global system behaviour is described by a language \( L \subset (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^* \) with \( \pi_\Phi(L) \subset F \) and \( \pi_\Gamma(L) \subset G \), where \( \pi_\Phi : (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^* \rightarrow \Phi^* \) and \( \pi_\Gamma : (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^* \rightarrow \Gamma^* \) are homomorphisms defined by \( \pi_\Phi(x) = x \) for \( x \in \Phi \), \( \pi_\Phi(x) = \epsilon \) for \( x \in \Gamma \), \( \pi_\Gamma(x) = \epsilon \) for \( x \in \Phi \) and \( \pi_\Gamma(x) = x \) for \( x \in \Gamma \). Notice that \( \Phi \cap \Gamma = \emptyset \), which is generally assumed to define a cooperation product of \( F \) and \( G \).

The global behaviour \( L \) not only depends on \( F \) and \( G \) but also on the kind of communication. In this example the communication system \( C \) is a common buffer of capacity 1. It can store just one message out of \( \{?,+,−,!\} \). The behaviour of this communication system is given in figure 3.
To formally express $F$'s and $G$'s “effect” on the communication system we use alphabetic homomorphisms $\phi : \Phi^* \to \Sigma^*$ and $\gamma : \Gamma^* \to \Sigma^*$ defined by $\phi(a?) = s?$, $\phi(a+) = r+$, $\phi(a-) = r-$, $\phi(as) = \phi(at) = \epsilon$ and $\gamma(b?) = r?$, $\gamma(b+) = s+$, $\gamma(b-) = s-$, $\gamma(b!) = r!$, $\gamma(br) = \gamma(bf) = \epsilon$.

With these homomorphisms $L$ has to satisfy the condition $[\phi, \gamma](L) \subset C$, where $[\phi, \gamma] : (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^* \to \Sigma^*$ is the homomorphism defined by $[\phi, \gamma](x) = \phi(x)$ for $x \in \Phi$ and $[\phi, \gamma](x) = \gamma(x)$ for $x \in \Gamma$.

Now the three conditions $\pi_\Phi(L) \subset F, \pi_\Gamma(L) \subset G$ and $[\phi, \gamma](L) \subset C$ together completely define the global behaviour (see figure 4): $L = \pi_\Phi^{-1}(F) \cap \pi_\Gamma^{-1}(G) \cap [\phi, \gamma]^{-1}(C)$ (here $\pi_\Phi^{-1}(F)$ denotes the inverse homomorphic image of $\pi_\Phi(F)$).

**Definition 3** $[F, G]_c = \pi_\Phi^{-1}(F) \cap \pi_\Gamma^{-1}(G) \cap [\phi, \gamma]^{-1}(C)$ is called the cooperation product of $F$ and $G$ with respect to the cooperation form $c = (\Phi, \Gamma, \Sigma, \phi, \gamma, C)$.

5 A compositional approach to avoid state space explosion

On account of theorem 3 simple homomorphisms establish the coarsest, i.e. most abstract notion of system equivalence with respect to a given (abstract) requirement specification. In some sense this equivalence is weaker than failure equivalence (Baeten and Weijland 1990), which is too strong in the context of cooperating systems, as it is shown in (Ochsenschlager 1994a). What still remains open is the question of how to construct an abstract behaviour to a given specification without an exhaustive construction of its state space.

To handle the well known state space explosion problem, a compositional method has been developed (Ochsenschlager 1996) and implemented in the sh-verification tool. In case of well structured specifications, by applying a divide and conquer strategy this method allows to compute a representation of the abstract behaviour and to check simplicty of homomorphisms efficiently without having to compute the complex LTS of the complete specification (answer to question 4). This compositional method is combined with a partial order method based on partially commutative languages (Ochsenschlager 1997).
To consider this approach in more detail let us continue with the example of the previous section. A correct global system behaviour is given, if a required resource is allocated before each job and is released afterwards. So \( v([F,G]_c) \) has to be considered, where \( v : (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^* \to \Xi^* \) with \( \Xi = \{as, at, br, bf\} \) is an appropriate homomorphism. To formally define \( v \) we use the following notation:

For an alphabet \( \Phi, I_\Phi : \Phi^* \to \Phi^* \) is the identity homomorphism that maps each word onto itself and \( E_\Phi : \Phi^* \to \emptyset^* \) is the epsilon homomorphism that maps each word onto the empty word \( \epsilon \ (\emptyset^* = \{\} \).

For two homomorphisms \( f : \Phi^* \to \Phi^\alpha \) and \( g : \Gamma^* \to \Gamma^\beta \) with \( \Phi \cap \Gamma = \emptyset \) the direct sum \( [f,g] : (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^* \to (\Phi^\alpha \cup \Gamma^\beta)^* \) is defined by \([f,g](x) = f(x) \) for \( x \in \Phi \) and \([f,g](x) = g(x) \) for \( x \in \Gamma \).

With this notations \( v \) can be defined as: \( v = [I_\Xi, E_\Phi, E_\Gamma, E_\Xi] \). From figure 4 it is easy to construct the minimal automaton for \( v([F,G]_c) \) as it is shown in figure 5. This automaton in fact shows the desired behaviour.

![Figure 5: Minimal automaton of \( v([F,G]_c) \)](image)

Looking at the number of states cooperation products of languages with relatively small minimal automata can become quite complex. This is well known as the state space explosion problem. A slight modification of our simple example shows the problem:

The server is extended to execute an additional internal action ai after requiring the resource and before accepting the answer of the resource manager. The resource manager is able to change with an internal action bn from the initial state into an exception state where it answers every resource request negative. From the exception state it can change back to the initial state with another internal action bi. Figure 6 shows the minimal automata of the modified server and resource manager.

The automata in figure 6 define languages \( F1 \subset \Phi^* \) and \( G1 \subset \Gamma^* \) with \( \Phi1 = \Phi \cup \{ai\} \) and \( \Gamma1 = \Gamma \cup \{bn, bi\} \). For the cooperation form \( c1 = (\Phi1, \Gamma1, \Sigma, \phi1, \gamma1, C) \) let \( \phi1 : \Phi1^* \to \Sigma^* \) and \( \gamma1 : \Gamma1^* \to \Sigma^* \) be extended homomorphisms based on \( \phi \) and \( \gamma \) with \( \phi1(ai) = \gamma1(bn) = \gamma1(bi) = \epsilon \). Though there were only minor modifications to \( F \) and \( G \ [F1,G1]_{c1} \) is quite more complex than \([F,G]_c\). The minimal automaton of \([F1,G1]_{c1}\) has 25 states and 44 transitions. Under certain premises the homomorphic image of a cooperation product can be determined without knowing the cooperation product itself.

To state an adequate theorem let \( c = (\Phi, \Gamma, \Sigma, \phi, \gamma, C) \) be a cooperation form and \( f : \Phi^* \to \Phi^\alpha \) respectively \( g : \Gamma^* \to \Gamma^\beta \) two homomorphisms with \( \Phi^\prime \cap \Gamma^\prime = \emptyset \) and \( f \prec \phi \) (\( f \) is finer than \( \phi \)), \( g \prec \gamma \) which means there are homomorphisms \( \phi' : \Phi^* \to \Sigma^* \) and \( \gamma' : \Gamma^* \to \Sigma^* \) with \( \phi = \phi' \circ f \) and \( \gamma = \gamma' \circ g \). Therefore \([\phi, \gamma] = [\phi', \gamma'] \circ [f, g] \). Let \( c' \) be the cooperation form defined by \( c' = (\Phi', \Gamma', \Sigma, \phi', \gamma', C) \).
With these premises the following theorem holds:

**Theorem 4** \([f, g][([F, G])_c] = [f(F), g(G)]_c\)

If an arbitrary homomorphic image of a cooperation product is to be computed using this theorem then usually the homomorphism has to be refined such that it can be represented in a form \([f, g]\) that meets the requirements of theorem 4. In the example this way does not reduce the complexity because only \(f = I_\Phi\) and \(g = I_\Gamma\) is possible.

To verify \([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}\) the homomorphism \(v\) has to be extended by \(v(\alpha i) = v1(\alpha i) = v1(bi) = \epsilon\) to an homomorphism \(v1 : (\Phi_1 \cup \Gamma_1)^* \to \Xi^*\). To apply theorem 4 homomorphisms \(f1 : \Phi_1^* \to \Phi^*\) and \(g1 : \Gamma_1^* \to \Gamma^*\) defined by \(f1 = [I_\Phi, E_{\{ai\}}]\) and \(g1 = [I_\Gamma, E_{\{bi, bi\}}]\) have to be considered.

Now:
\[v1([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}) = v([f1, g1]([F_1, G_1]_{c_1})) = v([f1(F_1), g1(G_1)]_{c_1}) = v([F, G]_{c_1})\]

Because the minimal automaton of \([F, G]_{c_1}\) (figure 4) is strongly connected, \(v\) is simple on \([f1, g1]([F_1, G_1]_{c_1})\). To prove simplicity of \(v1\) on \([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}\) using theorem 1 simplicity of \([f1, g1]\) on \([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}\) must be proven.

### 6 Simplicity and cooperativity

To investigate simplicity of a direct sum \([f, g]\) of homomorphisms on a cooperation product \([F, G]_c\), the notion of cooperativity, that is stronger than simplicity, is needed. For an intuitive understanding of the technically difficult definition the reader is referred to the remark after theorem 5.

Let \(L \subseteq (\Phi \cup \Gamma)^*\), \(f : \Phi^* \to \Phi'^*\) and \(\Phi \cap \Gamma = \Phi' \cap \Gamma = \emptyset\). Let \(pre(H)\) represent the set of all prefixes of words of a formal language \(H\) and \(max(H)\) the set of all words of \(H\) that are not prefix of another word of \(H\) \((max(H) \subset H \subset pre(H))\).
Definition 4: The language $[I_{\Phi}, E_{\Gamma}](L)$ is cooperative on $L$ with respect to $f$, if for every $x \in L$ a subset $H \subseteq [f, I_{\Gamma}](x^{-1}([f, I_{\Gamma}](L)))$ exists, with the following properties (1)-(3):

1. $H \neq \emptyset$, $H = \text{pre}(\max(H))$ and $[I_{\Phi'}, E_{\Gamma'}](H)$ are finite.
2. For $u \in \max(H)$ holds $u^{-1}([f, I_{\Gamma}](x^{-1}(L))) = ([f, I_{\Gamma}](x)u)^{-1}([f, I_{\Gamma}](L))$.
3. For $u \in H \setminus \max(H)$ holds
   (a) $u^{-1}(H) \cap \Gamma = ([f, I_{\Gamma}](x)u)^{-1}([f, I_{\Gamma}](L)) \cap \Gamma$ and
   (b) $u^{-1}(H) \cap \Phi' \neq \emptyset$ if $([f, I_{\Gamma}](x)u)^{-1}([f, I_{\Gamma}](L)) \cap \Phi' \neq \emptyset$

Because of $H \neq \emptyset$ and (2) cooperativity implies simplicity of $[f, I_{\Gamma}]$ on $L$.

For the next three theorems let $F \subseteq \Phi^*, G \subseteq \Gamma^*$, $\Phi^* \cap \Gamma = \Phi^* \cap \Gamma = \Phi \cap \Gamma' = \Phi' \cap \Gamma' = \emptyset$, $c = (\Phi, \Gamma, \Sigma, \phi, \gamma, C)$, $f : \Phi^* \rightarrow \Phi'^*$, $g : \Gamma^* \rightarrow \Gamma'^*$, $\phi' : \Phi'^* \rightarrow \Sigma^*$, $\gamma' : \Gamma'^* \rightarrow \Sigma^*$ with $\phi = \phi' \circ f$, $\gamma = \gamma' \circ g$, $\phi' = (\Phi', \Gamma, \Sigma, \phi', \gamma, C)$ and $c' = (\Phi, \Gamma', \Sigma, \phi', \gamma')$. Proofs of these theorems are given in (Ochsenschläger 1996).

Theorem 5: If $[I_{\Phi}, E_{\Gamma}][f, g(G)]_{c, \circ}$ is cooperative on $[F, G(G)]_{c, \circ}$ with respect to $f$ and $[E_{\Phi}, I_{\Gamma}][f(F), G]_{c, \circ}$ is cooperative on $[f(F), G]_{c, \circ}$ with respect to $g$, then $[f, g]$ is simple on $[F, G]_{c, \circ}$.

Theorem 5 reduces investigation of simplicity of $[f, g]$ on $[F, G]_{c, \circ}$ to investigation of cooperativity on two “smaller” systems (figure 7).

In addition to simplicity of the corresponding homomorphisms this cooperativity demands that $g(G)$ has in its cooperation with $F$ the same “freedom of action” as with $f(F)$ and that $f(F)$ has in its cooperation with $G$ the same “freedom of action” as with $g(G)$.

![Figure 7](image_url)

In this constellation highest reduction of state space is achieved if $f(F)$ and $g(G)$ are as “small” as possible, that is $f = \phi$ and $g = \gamma$. Using theorem 5 directly to prove simplicity of $[f_1, g_1]$ on $[F_1, G_1]_{c, \circ}$ does not effect an optimal reduction of complexity. The following theorems 6 and 7 allow such an optimal effect in an indirect manner.

Theorem 6: If $[f, E_{\Gamma}]$ and $[E_{\Phi}, g]$ are simple on $[F, G]_{c, \circ}$, so is $[f, g]$. 
Theorem 7 If \([f, g]\) is simple on \([F, G]\)\(_c\), so is \([I\Phi, g]\)\(_c\).

To prove simplicity of \([f_1, g_1]\) on \([F_1, G_1]\)\(_c\) it is sufficient (theorem 6) to prove simplicity of \([f_1, E\Phi]\) and \([E\Phi, g_1]\) on \([F_1, G_1]\)\(_c\). Theorems 5 and 7 allow to investigate simplicity on “smaller” languages than on \([F_1, G_1]\)\(_c\).

Let therefore \(\Phi' = \{a?, a+, a-, a!\}\), \(\Gamma' = \{b?, b+, b-, b!\}\), \(f' : \Phi^* \rightarrow \Phi'^*\) with \(f' = [I\Phi', E\Phi\_1\Phi]\), \(g' : \Gamma^* \rightarrow \Gamma'^*\) with \(g' = [I\Gamma', E\Gamma\_1\Gamma]\), \(\phi' : \Phi^* \rightarrow \Sigma^*\) with \(\phi'(a?) = s?, \phi'(a+) = r+, \phi'(a-) = r-, \phi'(a!) = s!\), \(\gamma' : \Gamma^* \rightarrow \Sigma^*\) with \(\gamma'(b?) = s?, \gamma'(b+) = s+, \gamma'(b-) = s-, \gamma'(b!) = r!\), \(c_\triangleleft = (\Phi', \Gamma_1, \Sigma, \phi', \gamma_1, C)\) and \(c_\triangledown = (\Phi, \Gamma, \Sigma, \phi, \gamma, C)\).

The minimal automata of \([f'(F_1), G_1]\), \([f'(F_1), G_1]\)\(_c\) and \([F_1, g'(G_1)]\)\(_c\) are shown in figures 8, 9 and 10.

![Figure 8: Minimal automata of \(f'(F_1)\) and \(g'(G_1)\)](image)

![Figure 9: Minimal automaton of \([f'(F_1), G_1]\)\(_c\)](image)

Using the minimal automata of \([f'(F_1), G_1]\)\(_c\) and \([F_1, g'(G_1)]\)\(_c\) it can be proven, that:

\(g \prec \gamma\) is not required here.
Figure 10: Minimal automaton of \([F_1, g'(G_1)]_{c'}\)

\([E_{\Phi_1}, I_{\Gamma_1}]([f'(F_1), G_1]_{c})\) is cooperative on \([f'(F_1), G_1]_{c}\) with respect to \(g'\) and
\([I_{\Phi_1}, E_{\Gamma'}]([F_1, g'(G_1)]_{c'})\) is cooperative on \([F_1, g'(G_1)]_{c'}\) with respect to \(f'\).
Applying theorem 5 proves that \([f', g']\) is simple on \([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}\).
Using theorem 7 \([I_{\Phi_1}, g']\) and \([f', I_{\Gamma_1}]\) are simple on \([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}\).
It holds that \([f_1, E_{\Gamma_1}] = [f_1, E_{\Gamma'}] \circ [I_{\Phi_1}, g']\) and \([E_{\Phi_1}, g_1] = [E_{\Phi'}, g_1] \circ [f', I_{\Gamma_1}]\).
\([f_1, E_{\Gamma'}]\) and \([E_{\Phi'}, g_1]\) are simple on \([I_{\Phi_1}, g']([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}) = [F_1, g'(G_1)]_{c'}\) respectively \([f', I_{\Gamma_1}]([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}) = [f'(F_1), G_1]_{c'}\), because the corresponding minimal automaton is strongly connected.
This proves simplicity of \([f_1, E_{\Gamma_1}]\) and \([E_{\Phi_1}, g_1]\) on \([F_1, G_1]_{c_1}\).

In case of systems with several identical components (Ochsenschläger 1996) this approach can also be used iteratively and provides a basis for induction proofs.
Using this compositional method a connection establishment and release protocol has been verified by investigating automata with about 100 states instead of 100000 states.

7 Applications

Practical experiences have been gained with large specifications using the sh-verification tool, which supports the presented method (Ochsenschläger, Repp, and Rieke 2000a).

- ISDN and XTP protocols (Ochsenschläger and Prinoth 1993)
- Smartcard systems (Nebel 1994; Ochsenschläger 1994b)
- Service interactions in intelligent telecommunication systems (Capellmann et al. 1996b; 1996a).
- The tool has also been applied to the analysis of cryptographic protocols (Basak 1999; Rudolph 1998). In this context an application oriented user-
interface has been developed for input of cryptographic formulae and presentation of results in this syntax.

- Currently our interest is focused on the verification of binding cooperations including electronic money and contract systems. Recently some examples in that context have been investigated with our tool (Fox 1998) and a formal framework for binding cooperation has been developed (Grimm and Ochsen schlager 2000a; 2000b).

For a comparison of the sh-verification tool with other verification tools the reader is referred to (Hartel et al. 1999).

8 Conclusions

We have presented a verification method which comprises a satisfaction relation with an inherent fairness assumption and an abstraction concept adequate for the particular, practically useful satisfaction relation. Our approach, which is based on the very general notions of approximate satisfaction of properties and simple language homomorphisms, does not depend on a specific formal specification method. It can be applied to all those specification techniques having an LTS-semantics.

The presented approach can be compared with automata based methods as described in (Alur and Henzinger 1995) or (Kurshan 1994) as well as with the concurrency workbench (Cleaveland, Parrow, and Steffen 1993), which uses the modal $\mu$-calculus as a specification language for properties (Stirling 1989).

We consider the main strength of our method to be the combination of an inherent fairness assumption in the satisfaction relation, a very flexible abstraction technique compatible with approximate satisfaction, and a suitable compositional and partial order method for the construction of only a partial state space.

Though our method has been developed for finite state systems we think that it also can be applied to infinite state systems. For that purpose it has to be combined with a theorem prover.

Our recent interest is focused on the verification of binding cooperations like electronic money and contract systems (Grimm and Ochsen schlager 2000a; 2000b). In that context the use of cooperation products leads to formal requirement specifications for cryptographic protocols.
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